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The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has mapped out Single-Pilot Operations (SPO) as the core development
direction for the next generation of commercial aircraft operations in 2030. Safety is a key airworthiness factor in commercial
aircraft design. Due to the higher degree of air-ground task collaboration and complexity in the SPO mode, the traditional
safety analysis methods applied in two-pilot mode cannot effectively identify the potential hazard patterns in the system. To
address the above problems, a safety analysis method that combines model-based safety analysis (MBSA) with hazard pattern
mining is introduced, and a differential bicluster mining algorithm named TFCluster is proposed to identify maximum
differential biclusters from real-valued function-resource matrices without candidate maintenance. Experiment studies on
public datasets indicate that TFCluster is efficient and scalable, and outperform the existing differential bicluster algorithms.
Taking the typical operating scenario—midterm conflict resolution in the SPO mode as an example—safety analysis of air-
ground task collaboration for flight conflict in the SPO air-ground collaborative architecture is carried out. It is found that the
proposed method can effectively identify potential hazard patterns, feedback to the system architecture design, and assist safety
analysis.

1. Introduction

With the enhanced capability of the airborne systems, the
crew size of the commercial aircraft is correspondingly
reduced. As an important direction for future aviation tech-
nology, single-pilot operations (SPO) of commercial aircraft
have completely revolutionized the traditional dual-pilot
operating mode, which has drawn widespread attention
from main manufacturers, airlines, and scholars in the
world.

In the SPO mode, the original two pilots are reduced to
one. In case of a flight conflict, the single pilot may not be
able to respond promptly, posing a threat to flight safety.
In order to avoid accidents, on the one hand, from the sys-
tem architecture design perspective, we refer to the Class G
Concept System proposed by NASA [1], which introduces

a ground operator to support air-ground collaborative
decision-making in nonnominal flight. On the other hand,
from the viewpoint of enhancing airborne system capability,
high level engaged system integration is required to support
air-ground task collaboration for enhancing airborne system
capability. For example, the integration has the potential of
enhancing air and ground surveillance capabilities for full
flight schedule and avoid conflicts.

To ensure the safety of a flight task, it is necessary to col-
laborate with multiple subtasks, that is, task collaboration. In
the SPO mode, flight tasks are accomplished through the
collaboration between one pilot on board and one ground
operator at the ground station. Therefore, air-ground task
collaboration is a key feature of SPO. However, while
improving system capability, air-ground task collaboration
also brings safety issues in terms of fault mixing. Therefore,
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safety analysis of air-ground task collaboration for flight
conflict in SPO will be carried out in this paper.

Recently, research on SPO of commercial aircraft has
focused on operating architecture design [2, 3], human-
machine function allocation [4], single-pilot workload [5,
6], air-ground communication links [7], etc. Lachter et al.
[8] and Schmid and Korn [9] summarize the existing con-
ceptual design of SPO, which is mainly divided into alterna-
tive design [10, 11] and displacement design [12]. The
current mainstream adoption is the advanced airborne auto-
mation system along with ground station assistance, which is
proposed by NASA [1]. Faulhaber and Friedrich and Spren-
gart et al. [5, 13] conduct studies on the assessment of single-
pilot workload. Foreign researchers have developed intelli-
gent cognitive human-machine interfaces [4, 14, 15] based
on artificial intelligence technology to sense and analyze
pilot workload in real time, and conduct real-time manage-
ment of workload to ensure flight safety [2, 16]. Min et al.
[17] studied SPO human-machine task allocation by com-
paring and analyzing the current task allocation in two-
crew operations. Carloni and Manica [7] studied the air-
ground communication link requirements in SPO mode.
Literature rarely focused on SPO safety. Yong et al. [18]
studied task synthesis safety analysis in the SPO mode based
on hazard pattern mining, but the algorithm is based on dis-
crete data. Yue et al. [19] proposed a real-valued mining
algorithm for SPO safety analysis; however, there is a lack
of detailed description of the algorithm mechanism and no
safety verification in conjunction with SPO scenarios, which
will be compensated in this paper.

The avionics system in SPO mode has a high degree of
integration and complexity, which makes traditional safety
analysis methods unable to effectively identify the potential
hazard elements. In view of the sharp rise in the number
and complexity of system failures under SPO air-ground
task collaboration, in this paper, a safety analysis method
that combines model-based safety analysis (MBSA) with
hazard pattern mining is proposed. Through mining a large
number of simulation scenarios and historical test data in
the SPO mode, the hidden hazard patterns and propagation
mechanisms behind the model data could be uncovered and
transformed into knowledge for safety analysis. Thus, com-
prehensive safety management of SPO air-ground collabora-
tive architecture could be achieved, ultimately improving the
overall safety of the aircraft.

The contributions of this paper mainly include the fol-
lowing aspects:

(1) In response to the significant increase in the number
and complexity of system failures under SPO air-
ground task collaboration, this paper proposes a
safety analysis method based on the combination of
model-based analysis and hazard pattern mining,
which can be used to guide safety analysis and sys-
tem architecture design by mining and analyzing a
large amount of model operating data

(2) A real-valued differential bicluster mining algor-
ithm—TFCluster algorithm is proposed for the analysis

of the function-resource allocation under different
tasks. Compared with the conference paper [19], this
paper provides amore detailed description of themech-
anism of TFCluster and tests its efficiency on both pub-
lic and SPO experimental datasets

(3) A safety verification framework is constructed in this
paper, which combines model-based analysis with
hazard pattern mining. Taking the midconflict han-
dling process in the SPO mode as an example, the
model-based safety verification of SPO air-ground
task collaboration is carried out. The mining results
obtained from the TFCluster algorithm can effec-
tively identify potential hazard patterns, feed back
to the system architecture design and assist safety
analysis

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as
follows. Section 2 firstly introduces conflict detection in
SPO, then analyzes safety issues, and finally proposes the
safety analysis method combining MBSA and hazard pattern
mining. Section 3 describes our proposed TFCluster algo-
rithm in detail. Section 4 compares the proposed algorithm
with the existing algorithms in mining efficiency, and takes
a typical operating scenario—midterm conflict resolution
in SPO for air-ground task collaboration safety analysis.
Conclusions are drawn in the final section.

2. SPO Safety Analysis Method

2.1. Conflict Detection in SPO. There is a loss of visual infor-
mation due to the absence of the copilot observing the situ-
ation outside the aircraft in the SPO mode, so surveillance
capabilities need to be further enhanced to avoid the conse-
quent conflicts. The next-generation surveillance system in
SPO involves airborne automation system, onboard single
pilot, ground station and air traffic control (ATC), and
achieves coordination through air-ground data link and
ground network.

In order to avoid collision accidents, it is necessary to
predict flight trajectory and calculate probability of conflict
in advance. For different predicted time, conflict detection
is divided into long-term conflict detection, midterm conflict
detection and near-term conflict detection, as shown in
Figure 1. Among them, near-term conflict refers to potential
conflicts within the next five minutes, and is addressed
through the traffic collision avoidance system (TCAS),
which alerts the onboard pilot and provides guidance for
resolving the conflict. TCAS also supports emergency man-
oeuvring, such as emergency collision avoidance. Long-
term conflict detection aims at potential conflicts that may
occur in the future, beyond several hours. Aircraft in the air-
space report their status to ATC, and ATC identifies the
potential conflict through analysis. Coordinated resolution
of the long-term conflict will be the responsibility of ATC.
If adjustments by this aircraft are required, ATC will negoti-
ate with the ground operator in advance to avoid conflicts by
adjusting flight routes or modifying the required time of
arrival (RTA). Midterm conflict detection is aimed at
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potential conflicts in the next 10 to 30 minutes. The airborne
surveillance system senses and identifies traffic threats and
meteorological constraints, and then transmits them to the
ground station through air-ground data link. The ground
operator makes collaborative decisions with the onboard
pilot and interacts with ATC to organize the maneuvering
process and adjust the flight status, such as autonomous
crossing, and altitude adjustments. Midterm conflict detec-
tion is accomplished through the air-ground collaboration
among airborne automation system, onboard pilot, ground
operator. Therefore, we choose midterm conflict for the
follow-up study because it best reflects the characteristics
of SPO air-ground coordination.

Midterm conflict does not require an immediate
response from the pilot, but need to be handled by the pilot
on board, the ground operator and ATC together. Several
relevant flight tasks are included as follows.

(1) Establish a collaborative surveillance among the pilot
on board, the ground operator and ATC. The air-
borne data fusion and intelligent analysis system
supports the onboard pilot to analyze the surveil-
lance data and transmit the processed data to the
ground station. The ground operator receives the
surveillance data through air-ground data link, and
receives airspace traffic/meteorological information
from ATC through ground network. The data will
be visualized through ground simulation software
to facilitate the ground operator in making collabo-
rative decisions. All the three parties simultaneously
monitor the operating status of the aircraft, identify
potential hazards and provide threat warnings

(2) Determine collaborative handling measures among
the onboard pilot, the ground operator and ATC.
The onboard pilot senses and identifies the airspace
traffic and route meteorology with the assistance of
airborne automatic systems, ATC monitors the oper-

ating status of aircraft in the airspace and completes
flight constraint management, and the ground oper-
ator is responsible for communicating and negotiat-
ing with ATC to finalize the conflict resolution, such
as horizontal crossing and interval maintenance. The
criteria and constraints for handling should be
established, such as minimum safety separation and
horizontal offset distance, to form a three-way col-
laborative handling method

2.2. Safety Issues in SPO Mode. In the absence of the comple-
mentary capabilities, interactive decision-making and status
confirmation of another captain, safety issue is the first
problem faced by SPO. For example, in midterm conflict
detection, the lack of visual information from the copilot
and the lack of face-to-face decision making may lead to
safety hazards. To make up for the absence of another cap-
tain’s ability, a ground operator is introduced to provide
flight decision assistance and flight emergency response.
Besides, the more integrated and advanced airborne automa-
tion system is necessary to assist the onboard pilot. Hence,
air-ground task collaboration can be achieved through task
synthesis, function fusion, and resource integration.

Among them, resource integration is achieved through the
process of resource organization, operation and management,
which enables resource capability sharing, resource operation
reuse, and resource status management, thereby improving
device resource utilization, operating efficiency, and availability.
With the improvement of hardware computing capabilities,
more and more functions are implemented through embedded
software. Based on modularized function design, resource
integration enables the same hardware platform to load multi-
ple function modules, such as data processing function and dis-
play executing function, ultimately achieving process-based
resource reuse and goal-based resource sharing. Function
fusion enhances system task execution through dynamic collab-
oration between different functions. For example, the surveil-
lance data of Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
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Figure 1: Different conflict detection modes in SPO.
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(ADS-B) and Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) can
be fused and displayed comprehensively to achieve more accu-
rate flight situation awareness [20] to support conflict detection.
Task synthesis support the operation of nonnominal flight pro-
cess and part of automated decision-making based on the cur-
rent system capability status and the detected external
environmental parameters, thereby reducing the workload of
the single pilot.

Even though air-ground task collaboration brings the
above benefits, it also increases system complexity, such as
resource sharing, function cross-linking, and software and
hardware interaction, making system faults spread and mix
in the integration, fusion and synthesis, which has a great
impact on system safety. In particular, multiple tasks may
occur during midterm conflict detection in SPO, where air-
ground task collaboration not only brings efficiency
improvements, but also makes the resources lose their close-
ness. Resources are interconnected in terms of professional
capabilities, resource operations, and organizational aspects,
which results in safety issues where the system state is diffi-
cult to determine and fault composition is challenging to
diagnose.

2.3. Safety Analysis Method Combining MBSA and Hazard
Pattern Mining. For the abovementioned safety issues
resulted from air-ground task collaboration in SPO, the tra-
ditional safety methods are flawed. Traditional safety analy-
sis methods such as FTA and FMEA mainly rely on
engineering experience, which are generally based on static
logical reasoning, and are not carried out simultaneously
with system design. In the SPO mode, as the complexity of
the avionics system increases, it is difficult to list all the sys-
tem failure modes and effects. In addition, due to the itera-
tion of the system design, the failure mode may not match
the system architecture. It is difficult to carry out the collab-
orative design of system safety and functional performance.
To address the inconsistency between the system architec-
ture design model and the safety analysis model, model-
based safety analysis (MBSA) [21] is applied in this paper.
The system design process is combined with the safety anal-
ysis process to ensure data consistency at the model level,
and then the complex integrated system will be modeled
through layered modeling [22].

To cope with the increasing number and complexity of
system failure modes in the context of air-ground task col-
laboration in SPO, a new safety analysis method combin-
ing model-based safety analysis (MBSA) and hazard
pattern mining is proposed, as shown in Figure 2. In
accordance with the top-down system design process,
various system models are built in different design stages,
such as the flight scenario model in the requirements
definition stage, the organization structure model in the
system architecture design stage, the operating process
model in the system operating analysis stage, and the func-
tion decomposition model and resource allocation model
in the architecture decomposition stage. Then, model data
will be extracted and the hazard pattern mining algorithms
will be designed for analysis. Through the mining and
analysis of a large number of model operating data, poten-

tial hazard patterns or more reasonable function-resource
allocation scheme can be obtained to assist safety analysis
and system architecture design.

The new safety analysis method combining MBSA and
hazard pattern mining does not abandon the traditional
safety analysis method, but serves as an auxiliary means to
deal with the significant increase in the number and com-
plexity of system failure modes in SPO task collaboration.
The complex integrated system model is constructed
through hierarchical modeling [22], which realizes the syn-
chronization of the system design and the safety analysis.
Different safety analysts could use the same research object,
and adopt different analysis methods, such as FTA and
FMEA, based on different analysis focuses. As an aid to tra-
ditional safety analysis, the hazard pattern mining method
can make up for the lack of manual analysis and make safety
analysis and verification more reliable.

3. TFCluster Algorithm

Based on the proposed safety analysis method, this section
presents a hazard pattern mining algorithm called TFCluster,
which can facilitate the analysis of function-resource organiza-
tion during the execution of different tasks, thereby establish-
ing a task-function-resource safety relationship and enabling
the safety analysis of SPO air-ground task collaboration.

3.1. Problem Description. When dealing with the midterm
conflict in SPO, there may be situations of multiple con-
current tasks. For example, while the onboard pilot collab-
orates with the ground operator and ATC to resolve
conflicts, he also needs to monitor the airspace traffic
and meteorological conditions to prevent new conflicts.
Hence, this section will analyze whether there are potential
hazards in the specific function-resource allocation scheme
under the requirements of multiple concurrent tasks
through hazard pattern mining.

The execution process of a task is the organizational and
operational process of system functions, while the execution
process of a function is the organizational and operational
process of system resources. Therefore, the completion of
the top-level tasks cannot be inseparable from the support
of resources and functions. Here focuses on the air-ground
task collaboration in SPO. The execution of each task can
be abstracted as an R∗F matrix called function-resource
matrix, where each row represents a resource, and each col-
umn represents a function. The values in the matrix indicate
the extent to which a function uses a resource, and it can be
represented as discrete data or real-valued data. In DFCluster
[18], the values in the function-resource matrix are discre-
tized as 1, -1, and 0, which reflects whether a function uses
a resource, similar to a switch, and lacks a representation
of the degree of use. However, in real systems, the extent
to which a function uses a resource varies from case to case.
Hence, this section targets the real-valued function-resource
matrices for mining. The values in the real-valued function-
resource matrix range from 0 to 1.0 means that the resource
does not need to be called when a certain function is exe-
cuted, 1 means that the resource must be called when a
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certain function is executed. For example, for a communica-
tion resource R1 with a bandwidth of 20kHz, function F1
needs to occupy a bandwidth of 5 kHz to transmit data, so
the occupation degree of the communication resource R1 by
the function F1 is 0.25. Tables 1 and 2 show the function-
resource matrices when tasks T1 and T2 are executing,
respectively.

A differential bicluster mining algorithm named TFClus-
ter, is proposed in this section. Maximum differential-used
and low-used biclusters could be identified without candi-
date maintenance, and several pruning strategies are applied
to improve mining efficiency. The mining process of TFClus-
ter is shown in Figure 3. First, the original function-resource
matrices are scanned to construct function-function
weighted graph. Then, all maximum biclusters are identified
using function expansion.

Through bicluster mining algorithm-TFCluster algo-
rithm, differential biclusters could be identified from
function-resource matrices of different tasks. The identified
biclusters imply the relationship between multiple functions
and resources, which can facilitate the analysis of function-
resource organization during the execution of different tasks,
thereby the task-function-resource safety relationship could
be established, and SPO air-ground task collaboration could
be performed. Specifically speaking, through analyzing the
identified differential-used and low-used biclusters, it is pos-
sible to avoid task execution conflicts caused by simulta-
neous calls to the same resource under different functions.
The mining results can be used to allocate resources reason-
ably. On the one hand, it can improve the efficiency of
resources, on the other, it can avoid safety problems caused
by air-ground task collaboration.

3.2. Preliminaries and Definitions. In order to enhance the
differential bicluster algorithm for air-ground task collabora-
tion safety analysis, three parameters are introduced to iden-
tify the differential-used and low-used biclusters from the

real-valued function-resource matrices. They are: (1) param-
eter σ used to measure the relevance between functions. (2)
parameter δ that restricts low usage of a resource. (3) param-
eter μ used to measure the differential usage of a resource.

Definition 1. Low-used function-resource bicluster is defined
as a bicluster where all resources and functions meet the
Equation (1) and Equation (2):

max
f ∈ F1,F2f g

N1,N2f gr,f − min
f ∈ F1,F2f g

N1,N2f gr,f
min

f ∈ F1,F2f g
N1,N2f gr,f

≤ σ, ð1Þ

max
f ∈ F1,F2f g

N1,N2f gr,f < δ, ð2Þ
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Figure 2: Safety analysis method combining MBSA and hazard pattern mining.

Table 1: Function-resource matrix of task T1.

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5
R1 0.15 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.9

R2 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.2

R3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.9

R4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

R5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.1

Table 2: Function-resource matrix of task T2.

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5
R1 0.2 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.11

R2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.1

R3 0.13 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.25

R4 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.2 0.8

R5 0.1 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.1
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where N1 is the function-resource matrix of task T1, N2 is
the function-resource matrix of task T2, σ is a user-defined
parameter used to measure the relevance between functions,
δ is a user-defined parameter that restricts low usage of a
resource, r is any resource in the function-resource matrices
N1 and N2, F is the set of functions in N1 and N2, max rep-
resents the maximum value of the resource under a set of
functions, and min represents the minimum value. Then,
the safety index of low-used function-resource bicluster
can be expressed as follows:

SI = δ

max
f ∈ F1,F2f g

N1,N2f gr,f
: ð3Þ

Definition 2. Differential-used function-resource bicluster is
defined as a bicluster where there is at least one resource that
meets the Equations (4)–(7) under certain two functions,
and the resource meets the constraints in Definition 1 under
other functions.

max
f ∈F

N1,N2f gr,f > 1 − δ, ð4Þ

max2
f ∈F

N1,N2f gr,f < δ, ð5Þ

max
f ∈F

N1,N2f gr,f
max2
f ∈F

N1,N2f gr,f
> μ, ð6Þ

max2
f ∈ F1,F2f g

N1,N2f gr,f − min
f ∈ F1,F2f g

N ,N2f gr,f
min

f ∈ F1,F2f g
N1,N2f gr,f

≤ σ, ð7Þ

where N1 is the function-resource matrix of task T1, N2 is
the function-resource matrix of task T2, σ is a user-
defined parameter used to measure the relevance between
functions, μ is a user-defined parameter used to measure
the differential usage of a resource, δ is a user-defined
parameter that restricts low usage of a resource, r is any
resource in the function-resource matrices N1 and N2, F

is the set of functions in N1 and N2, max represents the
maximum value of the resource under a set of functions,
and max2 represents the second maximum value. Then,
the safety index of differential-used function-resource
bicluster can be expressed as follows:

SI =
max
f ∈F

N1,N2f gr,f /max2
f ∈F

N1,N2f gr,f
μ

: ð8Þ

Definition 3. In order to facilitate description of bicluster with
differential usage rate and low usage rate, suppose the use values
of resource R1 under the functions F1 and F2 of task T1 areV11
and V12, and the use values of resource R1 under the functions
F1 and F2 of task T2 are V21 and V22. There are four represen-
tations for R1 under F1 and F2: (1) If V11, V12, V21, V22 meet
Definition 2. and maxfV11, V12, V21, V22g = V11 orV21, then
the contribution rate of R1 to F1 and F2 meets differential-
used requirement, expressed as “R1”. (2) If V11, V12,V21, V22
meet Definition 2 and maxfV11, V12, V21, V22g =V12 orV22,
then the contribution rate of R1 to F1 and F2 meets
differential-used requirement, expressed as “∗R1”. (3) If V11,
V12, V21, V22 meet Definition 1, then the contribution rate of
R1 to F1 and F2 meets low-used requirement, expressed as
“−R1”. (4) If V11, V12, V21, V22 does not meet Definition 1 or
Definition 2, then no record is given.

Therefore, each resource in the biclusters identified by
TFCluster algorithm satisfies the first three cases in Defini-
tion 3 for all functions. In order to improve the mining effi-
ciency, the mining process takes the form of function
expansion without candidate maintenance.

3.3. Mining Process. The mining procedure of the TFCluster
algorithm consists of two main steps. Firstly, the original
function-resource matrices are scanned, and a weighted
function-function relational graph is constructed based on
Definition 3. Secondly, maximum differential-used and
low-used function-resource biclusters are identified through
function expansion. Moreover, some pruning strategies are
designed to improve the mining efficiency.
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biclusters

Output
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Task-function matrix M1
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Figure 3: The mining process of TFCluster algorithm.
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3.3.1. Weighted Function-Function Relational Graph

Definition 4. Weighted function-function relational graph is
defined by the set L = fS, P, Vg. Each node in the vertex set
P in the graph represents a function. If there is an edge
between a pair of vertices, it means that the resource set under
above vertices must satisfy Definition 3, and the set of edges is
denoted as S. The weights of each edge are the resource set sat-
isfying Definition 3 under the two functions connected to this
edge, and the set of the weights is denoted as V .

Different from DFCluster algorithm [18], the weight set V
not only records the expression and symbol of the resource,
but also records the maximum value (max) and the second
maximum value (max2) of each resource under these two
functions. Taking the data in Tables 1 and 2 as an example,
the weighted function-function relational graph as shown in
Figure 4 can be constructed.

Through storing the original function-resource matrices
in the weighted function-function relational graph, repeated
access to the original data can be avoided, thereby improving
the efficiency of the algorithm.

3.3.2. Maximum Biclusters Mining. Based on the above def-
initions, the extended bicluster satisfies anti-monotonicity.
If the bicluster extended by F1F2,⋯, Fm does not satisfy
the constraints, then its arbitrary superset F1F2,⋯, FmFn
also does not satisfy. Hence, the larger-scale bicluster
can be obtained through intersecting the weights on each
edge in the weighted function-function relational graph.
Since the weighted graph of TFCluster also records the
maximum value and the second maximum value of each
resource, then the bicluster expansion will be different
from that in the DFCluster algorithm [18]. In DFCluster,
if F3 is extended from F1F2, the weights of edges F1F2,
F1F3, and F2F3 must be intersected to obtain the resource

set under F1F2F3. But in the TFCluster algorithm, the
resource set under F1F2F3 can be obtained only by calcu-
lating the intersection of the weights under F1F2 and F1
F3, as well as satisfying the following constraints.

Assuming that P is the current extended differential-
used bicluster, ER:max is the maximum value of resource
R under function E to be extended, CR:min is the mini-
mum value. Based on Definition 3, the intersection of
the resources under the current extended function and
the candidate function can only be obtained in the follow-
ing four cases: (1) The resource under the current
extended function is “R”, and the resource under the can-
didate function is also “R”. (2) The resource under the
current extended function is “∗R”, and the resource under
the candidate function is “−R”. (3) The resource under the
current extended function is “−R”, and the resource under
the candidate function is “∗R”. (4) The resource under the
current extended function is “−R”, and the resource under
the candidate function is also “−R”.

Theorem 5. Assume that the maximum value of the resource
R under the function E to be extended is ER:max and the
minimum value is ER:min. The maximum value of resource
R under candidate function C is CR:max, and the minimum
value is CR:min. The form of the resource under function E to
be extended is “R”, and the form of the resource under candi-
date function C is also “R”. Then, the following conditions
must be met to make the resource R exist in the intersection
of function E and function C:

max ER:min, CR:minf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g
min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ:

ð9Þ

It can be seen from the resource forms under current
extended function E and candidate function C that the resource
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Figure 4: Weighted function-function relational graph based on Tables 1 and 2.
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with a utilization rate greater than 1 − δ must be under P. The
resource utilization rate under function E and function C are
both lower than δ, then the extended PEC must be a
differential-used bicluster, whose difference has been satisfied by
the differential-used biclusters PE and PC. The resource R will
exist in the intersection of function E and function C as long as
the minimum values of the resource under the PE and PC satisfy
the correlation.

Proof of Theorem 1. Proof:

R ∈ PE ∩ PCð Þ if max ER:min, CR:minf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g
min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ,

ð10Þ

if

then

type PECð Þ = differential‐used&&PE:min ∩ PC:min = correlation,
ð12Þ

then

R ∈ PE ∩ PCð Þ: ð13Þ

Theorem 6. Assume that the maximum value of resource R
under function E to be extended is ER:max and the minimum
value is ER:min. The maximum value of resource R under the
candidate function C is CR:max, and the minimum value is
CR:min. The form of the resource under function E to be
extended is “∗R”, and the form of the resource under candi-
date function C is “−R”. Then, the following conditions must
be met to make the resource R exist in the intersection of func-
tion E and function C:

max ER:min, CR:maxf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g
min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ,

ER:max
max ER:min, CR:maxf g > μ:

ð14Þ

It can be seen from the resource forms under current
extended function E and candidate function C that the
resource whose utilization rate is greater than 1 − δ must be
under E, and the utilization rates of the resource under P
and C are both lower than δ. Then, the extended PEC must
be a differential-used bicluster. The resource R will exist in
the intersection of function E and function C, as long as the
maximum value under PE, the minimum value under PE,
and the maximum value under PC satisfy the difference,
and the minimum values under PE and PC satisfy the
correlation.

Proof of Theorem 2. Proof:

R ∈ PE ∩ PCð Þ if max ER:min, CR:maxf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g
min ER:min, CR:minf g

≤ σ && ER:max
max ER:min, CR:maxf g > μ,

ð15Þ

if

∃
max ER:min, CR:maxf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g

min ER:min, CR:minf g
�

≤ σ && ER:max
max ER:min, CR:maxf g > μ “ ∗ R” ∈ PE, “ − R” ∈ PC

�� �
,

ð16Þ

then

type PECð Þ = differential‐used &&PE:max ∩ PE:min ∩ PC:max
= difference && PE:min ∩ PC:min = correlation,

ð17Þ

then

R ∈ PE ∩ PCð Þ: ð18Þ

Theorem 7. Assume that the maximum value of resource R
under function E to be extended is ER:max and the minimum
value is ER:min. The maximum value of the resource R under
candidate function C is CR:max, and the minimum value is
CR:min. The form of the resource under the function E to
be extended is “−R”, and the form of the resource under can-
didate function C is “∗R”. Then, the following conditions
must be met to make the resource R exist in the intersection

∃
max ER:min, CR:minf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g

min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ “R” ∈ PE, “R” ∈ PC
��� �

, ð11Þ
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of function E and function C:

max ER:max, CR:minf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g
min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ,

CR:max
max ER:max, CR:minf g > μ:

ð19Þ

It can be seen from the resource forms under current
extended function E and candidate function C that the resource
whose utilization rate is greater than 1 − δ must be under C,
and the utilization rates of the resource under P and E are both
lower than δ. Then, the extended PEC must be a differential-
used bicluster. The resource R will exist in the intersection of
function E and function C, as long as the maximum value
under PC, the minimum value under PC, and the maximum
value under PE satisfy the difference, and the minimum values
under PE and PC satisfy the correlation.

Proof of Theorem 3. Proof:

R ∈ PE ∩ PCð Þ if max ER:max, CR:minf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g
min ER:min, CR:minf g

≤ σ && CR:max
max ER:max, CR:minf g > μ,

ð20Þ

if

∃
�max ER:max, CR:minf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g

min ER:min, CR:minf g
≤ σ && CR:max

max ER:max, CR:minf g
> μ “ − R” ∈ PE, “ ∗ R” ∈ PC

�� �
,

ð21Þ

then

type PECð Þ = differential‐used &&PC:max ∩ PC:min ∩ PE:max
= difference&&PE:min ∩ PC:min = correlation,

ð22Þ

then

R ∈ PE ∩ PCð Þ: ð23Þ

Even if the resource forms under current extended
function E and candidate function C are both “−R”, “R”
or “∗R” may still appear under the intermediate functions,
which is because the definition of the resource symbol only
depends on the functions of the beginning and the end.
Different cases can be distinguished by comparing the rela-
tionship between the maximum value of the resource and
the parameter δ.

Theorem 8. Assume that the maximum value of resource R
under function E to be extended is ER:max and the minimum
value is ER:min. The maximum value of resource R under the
candidate function C is CR:max, and the minimum value is
CR:min. The form of the resource under function E to be
extended is “−R”, and the form of the resource under candi-
date function C is also “−R”. Then, the following conditions
must be met to make the resource R exist in the intersection
of function E and function C:

CR:max > 1 − δ,
CR:max

max ER:max, CR:minf g > μ,

max ER:max, CR:minf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g
min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ:

ð24Þ

Based on the resource forms under current extended func-
tion E and candidate function C, and the minimum value
under PC is greater than 1 − δ, then the extended PEC must
be a differential-used bicluster. The resource Rwill exist in
the intersection of function E and function C, as long as the
maximum value under PC and the larger between the mini-
mum value under PC and the maximum value under PE sat-
isfy the difference, and the larger between the maximum value
under PE and the minimum value under PC, and the smaller
between the minimum values under PE and PC satisfy the
correlation.

Proof of Theorem 4. Proof:

R ∈ PE ∩ PCð Þif CR:max > 1 − δ && CR:max
max ER:max, CR:minf g

> μ &&max ER:max, CR:minf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g
min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ,

ð25Þ

if

∃ CR:max > 1 − δ && CR:max
max ER:max, CR:minf g > μ &&max ER:max, CR:minf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g

min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ “ − R” ∈ PE, “ − R” ∈ PC
��� �

,

ð26Þ
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then

type PECð Þ = differential‐used && PC:max ∩max PC:min, PE:maxf g
= difference && max PE:max, PC:minf g ∩min
Á PE:min, PC:minf g = correlation,

ð27Þ

then

R ∈ PE ∩ PCð Þ: ð28Þ

Theorem 9. Assume that the maximum value of resource R
under function E to be extended is ER:max and the minimum
value is ER:min. The maximum value of resource R under
candidate function C is CR:max, and the minimum value is
CR:min. The form of the resource under function E to be
extended is “−R”, and the form of the resource under candi-
date function C is also “−R”. Then, the following conditions

must be met to make the resource R exist in the intersection
of function E and function C:

CR:max < δ,
max ER:max, CR:maxf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g

min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ:

ð29Þ

Based on the resource forms under current extended func-
tion E and candidate function C, and the minimum values
under PE and PC are both lower than δ, then the extended
PEC must be a low-used bicluster. The resource R will exist
in the intersection of function E and functionC, as long as
the larger between the maximum values under PE and PC,
and the smaller between the minimum values under PE and
PC satisfy the correlation.

Proof of Theorem 5. Proof:

if

then

type PECð Þ = low‐used && max PE:max, PC:maxf g
∩min PE:min, PC:minf g = correlation, ð32Þ

then

R ∈ PE ∩ PCð Þ: ð33Þ

3.4. Pruning Strategy. Predecessor detection [23] is applied in
the TFCluster algorithm to identify maximum biclusters with-
out candidate maintenance. If the resource set under the candi-
date function has an inclusive relationship with that under the
prior function, then the biclusters extended by the candidate
function have been extended by the prior function and are a
subset thereof. Hence, the candidate function can be pruned
to reduce the search space and avoid unpromising processes.
When describing the representation of the resources, the
resource R1 is represented as “R1”, “

∗R1” and “−R1”, respec-
tively, which is to facilitate the design of the pruning strategy.

Pruning 1. Assume that E is currently extended
bicluster, C is the candidate function set of E, and P is
the prior function set of E. For any resource Rj under
the candidate function Cm ðCm ∈ CÞ, if its representation
is “Rj”, and there is a prior function Pn ðPn ∈ PÞ and a
resource “Rj” under Pn, then resource Rj under function
Cm can be extended by the prior function Pn, thus Cm
can be pruned.

Since Rj under function Cm is represented as “Rj”, the
resource whose utilization rate is higher than 1 − δ must
exist under a certain function in E, and the utilization rate
of Rj under function Cm and function Pn are both lower than
δ. Hence, the current extended bicluster is a differential-used
bicluster. Since there can only be one resource usage rate
higher than 1 − δ under all functions in differential-used
bicluster, then the bicluster obtained by ECm can also be
obtained by EPnCm.

Proof of Pruning 1. Proof:

Cmcan be pruned if f “Rj” ∈ ECm&& “Rj” ∈ EPn, ð34Þ

R ∈ PE ∩ PCð Þif CR:max < δ &&max ER:max, CR:maxf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g
min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ, ð30Þ

∃ CR:max < δ &&max ER:max, CR:maxf g −min ER:min, CR:minf g
min ER:min, CR:minf g ≤ σ “ − R” ∈ PE, “ − R” ∈ PC

��� �
, ð31Þ
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if

“Rj” ∈ ECm&& “Rj” ∈ EPn, ð35Þ

then

∃R ∈ Ewhere r Rð Þ > 1 − δ&&r Cm:Rð Þ < δ&&r Pn:Rð Þ < δ,
ð36Þ

then

type Eð Þ = differential‐used, ð37Þ

then
the bicluster obtained by ECm can also be obtained by

EPnCm.
Hence, Cm can be pruned.
Pruning 2. Assume that E is currently extended bicluster,

C is the candidate function set of E, and P is the prior func-
tion set of E. For any resource Rj under the candidate func-
tion Cm ðCm ∈ CÞ, if its representation is “∗Rj”, and there is a
prior function Pn ðPn ∈ PÞ and a resource “−Rj” under Pn,
then resource Rj under function Cm can be extended by
the prior function Pn, thus Cm can be pruned.

Since Rj under function Cm is represented as “∗Rj”, the
resource whose utilization rate is higher than 1 − δ must
exist under the candidate function Cm, and the utilization
rate of Rj under all functions in E is lower than δ. The
resource Rj under prior function Pn is recorded as “−Rj”,
so the resource usage rate of Rj under Pn is lower than δ.
Hence, the current extended bicluster is a differential-used
bicluster. Since there can only be one resource whose usage
rate is higher than 1 − δ under all functions in the
differential-used bicluster, then the bicluster obtained by E
Cm can also be obtained by EPnCm.

Proof of Pruning 2. Proof:

Cmcan be pruned if “∗Rj” ∈ ECm&&“‐Rj” ∈ EPn, ð38Þ

if

“∗Rj” ∈ ECm&& “‐Rj” ∈ EPn, ð39Þ

then

∀R ∈ Ewhere r Rð Þ < δ&&r Cm:Rð Þ > 1 − δ&&r Pn:Rð Þ < δ,
ð40Þ

then

type Eð Þ = differential‐used, ð41Þ

then
the bicluster obtained by ECm can also be obtained by

EPnCm.
Hence, Cm can be pruned.

Pruning 3. Assume that E is currently extended bicluster,
C is the candidate function set of E, and P is the prior func-
tion set of E. For any resource Rj under the candidate func-
tion Cm ðCm ∈ CÞ, if its representation is “−Rj”, and there is a
prior function Pn ðPn ∈ PÞ and a resource “−Rj” under Pn,
then resource Rj under function Cm can be extended by
the prior function Pn, thus Cm can be pruned.

Since Rj under function Cm is represented as “−Rj”, then
the utilization rate of resource Rj under candidate function
Cm is lower than δ, and the utilization rate of resource Rj
under all functions in E may be lower than δ or higher than
1 − δ under a certain function. The resource Rj under the
prior function Pn is also recorded as “−Rj”, so the resource
usage rate of Rj under Pn is lower than δ. Hence, the
differential-used bicluster or low-used bicluster EPnCm can
be extended by EPn.

Proof of Pruning 3. Proof:

Cmcan be pruned if “‐Rj” ∈ ECm &&“‐Rj” ∈ EPn, ð42Þ

if

“‐Rj” ∈ ECm &&“‐Rj” ∈ EPn, ð43Þ

then if

∀R ∈ Ewhere r Rð Þ < δ&& r Cm:Rð Þ < δ&& r Pn:Rð Þ < δ,
ð44Þ

then

type Eð Þ = low‐used, ð45Þ

then if

∃R ∈ Ewhere r Rð Þ > 1 − δ&& r Cm:Rð Þ < δ&& r Pn:Rð Þ < δ,
ð46Þ

then

type Eð Þ = differential‐used, ð47Þ

then
the bicluster obtained by ECm can also be obtained by

EPnCm.
Hence, Cm can be pruned.
The pseudocode of the TFCluster is shown in the follow-

ing Algorithm 1.
The TFCluster algorithm is used in Tables 1 and 2,

assuming that the correlation parameter σ is set to 10, the
low usage parameter δ is set to 0.3, differential usage param-
eter μ is set to 10, the minimum thresholds for the number
of functions and the number of resources are set to 3 and
1, respectively. The mining process is shown in Figure 5.
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Input: Two real-valued function-resource datasets: M1 and M2, the minimum number of resources in bicluster: Rmin, the minimum
number of functions in bicluster: Fmin, low-used parameter δ, differential-used parameter μ, weighted function-function relational
graph: L, the current extending differential function-resource bicluster: E.
Output: the maximal differential-used and low-used function-resource bicluster set;
Initialization: L =∅; E =∅;
Method: TFCluster(M1,M2, Rmin, Fmin, δ, μ, L, E)
if L =∅ then

construct L;
end if
scan L and find all the candidate set C of E;
for each candidate Cm in C

if the differential function-resource bicluster ECm does not satisfy Pruning 1. and Pruning 2. and Pruning 3., and the number
of resources in ECm is greater than Rmin, then

E:Function = ECm:Function;
E:EResources = E:EResources ∩ ECm:EResources;
E:PResources = E:PResources ∩ ECm:PResources;

TFCluster(M1,M2, Rmin, Fmin, δ, μ, L, E)
else if ECm satisfies Pruning 1. or Pruning 2. or Pruning 3. then

delete Cm
end if

end for
if E is greater than any candidate bicluster of E and the number of functions in E is greater than Fmin then

output(P);
end if

Return

Algorithm 1: TFCluster algorithm.
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Figure 5: Example mining process of TFCluster algorithm.
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4. Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Efficiency Comparison. To evaluate the performance of
TFCluster, two bicluster mining algorithms, SDC [24] and
DRCluster [25] are compared with TFCluster. All algorithms
were implemented in C language and tested on a laptop with
Intel(R) Core(TM) CPU and 8G memory. Differential
bicluster mining algorithms have been widely used in the
field of bioinformatics for detecting disease-causing or
growth-related genes. In this study, we selected AGEMAP
[26], a gene database, for experimentation to test the effi-
ciency and scalability of TFCluster. AGEMAP records gene
expression data in mice as they age. The dataset includes
samples from five groups of mice aged 1, 6, 16, and 24
months, respectively. Based on the quality of the original
dataset, we chose the data from mice aged 6 and 16 months
as the input for subsequent experiments.

SDC algorithm: The algorithm identifies all the differen-
tial coexpression biclusters from two real-valued datasets
based on the idea of the Apriori algorithm. In the original
SDC algorithm, only the differential coexpression relative
constant column biclusters can be identified. In order to
identify the differential coexpression relative constant row
biclusters, original SDC algorithm is improved as follows:
first, a set of association samples for each item in the
two datasets are generated based on the association thresh-
old α. Then, all differential coexpression relative constant
row biclusters that satisfy the differential support are iden-
tified using item expansion based on the Apriori principle.
Finally, the results are judged to output only the maxi-
mum biclusters.

DRCluster algorithm: The algorithm identifies the maxi-
mum differential coexpression biclusters from two real-
valued datasets. The mining process of DRCluster is divided
into two main steps: first, construct sample weighted graph
of differential expressions. Then, identify the maximum dif-

ferential expression biclusters from the constructed weighted
graph using sample expansion.

Multiple datasets of different sizes are generated based
on AGEMAP. The parameters of each algorithm are set in
such a way that SDC and DRCluster could obtain the highest
mining efficiency. (1) In SDC, the differential support is set
to 1, and both the minimum thresholds for the number of
items and the number of samples is set to 3. (2) In DRClus-
ter, both the minimum threshold for the number of items
and the number of samples are set to 3. (3) In TFCluster,
the correlation parameter σ is set to 10, the low usage
parameter δ is set to 0.3, the differential usage parameter μ
is set to 10, and the minimum thresholds for the number
of functions and the number of resources are set to 2 and
1, respectively.

4.1.1. Resource Scalability. All algorithms are benchmarked
in terms of runtime by varying the number of resources, where
the number of functions is fixed at 10, and the number of
resources is set to 100, 200, 300, 400, 500,…,3000. Figure 6
shows the runtime (in seconds) to identify the biclusters for
each algorithm. It can be seen that TFCluster is a clear winner
for all datasets, and its advantage is more obvious when the
number of resources is larger. At 3000 resources, TFCluster
can still complete mining within 10s (6.623 s), it is more than
10 times faster than DRCluster (68.561 s). The SDC algorithm
suffers frommemory explosion when the number of resources
is greater than 1500, while this is not the case with TFCluster as
it does not store candidate sets.

4.1.2. Pruning Strategy Analysis. TFCluster is compared with
TFCluster with pruning 1, TFCluster with pruning 2, TFClus-
ter with pruning 3, TFCluster without pruning in terms of
runtime at different sizes of datasets. It can be seen from
Figure 6 that pruning strategies have a significant impact
on the execution time. There is a lot of repetitive mining
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Figure 6: Running time comparison in AGEMAP database. (a) Runtime benchmark of different algorithms varying dataset size. (b) Pruning
strategy analysis of TFCluster algorithm.
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in TFCluster without pruning, which results in low mining
efficiency. TFCluster with pruning 3 outperforms all algo-
rithms except TFCluster, this is because pruning 3 greatly
simplifies the process of mining low-used biclusters as
described in Section 3.4. When the number of function is
up to 30, and the number of resource is up to 600, TFCluster
without pruning (89.875 s) is about twice as slow as TFClus-
ter (48.236 s), and the advantage of TFCluster becomes more
obvious as the dataset increases, which shows that the
designed pruning strategy greatly improves the mining effi-
ciency of the algorithm.

4.1.3. Parameter Setting Analysis. The TFCluster algorithm
introduces three parameters: (1) parameter σ used to mea-
sure the relevance between functions, (2) parameter δ that
restricts low usage of a resource, and (3) parameter μ used
to measure the differential usage of a resource. Among them,
parameter σ is used to constrain the identified biclusters to

be constant row. As the data in database AGEMAP all satisfy
the constant row constraint, parameter analysis experiments
here focus on the low usage parameter δ and the differential
usage parameter μ.

TFCluster is benchmarked in terms of runtime and result
number by varying the low usage parameter δ and the differ-
ential usage parameter μ. The number of functions is fixed at
10, the number of resources is fixed at 300, the differential
usage parameter μ is fixed at 3, and the low usage parameter
δ is set to 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25,…,0.35. From Figure 7, it can be
seen that as the low usage parameter δ increases, the smaller
the constraint on the mining results, the more biclusters will
be identified, but the running time of the algorithm is largely
unaffected by δ, remaining at around 0.5 s.

The number of functions is fixed at 10, the number of
resources is fixed at 300, the low usage parameter δ is fixed
at 0.3, and the differential usage parameter μ is set to 3, 4,
5,…,8. From Figure 7, it can be seen that as the differential
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Figure 7: Comparison of the running time and the number of mining results under different parameters in AGEMAP database. (a) Varying
low usage parameter δ. (b) Varying differential usage parameter μ.
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usage parameter μ increases, the greater the constraint on
the mining results, the less biclusters will be identified, but
the running time of the algorithm is largely unaffected by
μ, remaining at around 0.5 s.

Overall, the experimental results show that TFCluster
outperforms all the algorithms tested. The resource scal-
ability experiments show that TFCluster has excellent scal-
ability even with large datasets. The pruning experiments
show that pruning strategies can improve mining effi-

ciency, particularly in large databases. The parameter
experiments show that the low-used parameter δ and the
differential-used parameter μ have little impact on mining
efficiency, but have a significant impact on mining results.

4.2. Model-Based Analysis. Here takes the midterm conflict
in the SPO mode as an example to carry out safety analysis.
The model-based simulation framework is shown in
Figure 8. Flight simulation is realized by the flight scenario
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Figure 9: SPO system composition.

Figure 10: The modeling of the above flight scenario.
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simulation software Prepar3D, and SPO system architecture
is modeled by Magic System of System, including scenario
operating model, task organization model, function-
resource allocation model, etc. Prepar3D passes flight state
information (e.g., position, velocity, and attitude) to Magic
System of System to trigger the execution of the internal sys-
tem model, and Magic System of System feeds back key var-
iables or flight instructions (e.g., velocity variable and
ignition instruction) to drive the flight simulation. Then,

the real-valued function-resource matrices of different tasks
are extracted from Magic System of System model. Next,
potential hazard patterns could be identified using the pro-
posed TFCluster algorithm, and based on this, safety analysis
could be carried out. Finally, the SPO system model could be
jointly verified and iteratively designed based on the mining
results.

In the future SPO system, virtual pilot assistance (VPA)
system [14] is introduced to reduce the workload of the pilot
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onboard, enhance aircraft surveillance capability, and pro-
mote air-ground collaboration and information sharing, as
shown in Figure 9. The communication system ensures
information sharing between aircraft and ground station,
ATC, and airlines to support air-ground collaborative
decision-making. Airborne Surveillance and Separation
Assurance Processing (ASSAP) subsystem is applied by the
surveillance system, which is integrated into the flight man-
agement system (FMS) to provide automated SA&CA capa-
bilities. FMS obtains flight environment information
through cooperative or noncooperative sensors, and receives
real-time traffic and weather information from ATC and air-
lines through data link to provide guidance, navigation and
control, and supports 4DT route planning, optimization,
negotiation and verification with the pilot through human-
machine interface.

Then, taking the midterm conflict resolution during
land-based cruise in SPO as an example, this paper conducts
a safety analysis of SPO based on the combination of MBSA
and hazard pattern mining. The specific flight scenario is
designed as follows: during the flight, commercial single-
piloted aircraft (CSPA) receives airspace traffic information
through ADS-B and Traffic Information Services-Broadcast
(TIS-B), and weather information through weather radar.

The flight management system (FMS) analyzes the surveil-
lance information and finds that there will be a cross-route
conflict with the B777 after 20 minutes, that is, their mini-
mum separation does not meet the safety isolation require-
ments. FMS automatically warns and provides several
route modifications to resolve the potential conflict. The
onboard pilot and the ground operator decide to give way
to the B777 after air-ground collaborative decision. Since
the two aircraft have self-isolation capabilities, the ground
operator of CSPA requests a shortened flight interval from
ATC. ATC calculates the flight interval requirements based
on the conflict location, meteorological conditions, naviga-
tion accuracy and airspace traffic, and sends the flight inter-
val constraints to CSPA and B777. The medium-term
conflict resolution of CSPA and B777 is carried out autono-
mously by themselves, and ATC only monitors the entire
process. The above flight scenario was modeled and visual-
ized by Prepar3D, as is shown in Figure 10, and the activity
diagram of the above flight scenario is shown in Figure 11.

Midterm conflict does not require an immediate
response from the pilot, but needs to be handled by the pilot
on board, the ground operator and the ATC together. The
system operating process model, organization structure
model, function decomposition model and resource

ted
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allocation model for the above scenario are constructed sep-
arately, as shown in Figure 12.

Taking the two flight tasks of collaborative surveillance
(T1) and collaborative handling (T2) mentioned in Section
2.1 as an example, their respective real-valued function-
resource matrices can be extracted, where F1 − F5 denote air-
space visual awareness, traffic situational awareness, flight
conflict situational awareness, collision avoidance and air-
ground collaborative interaction, respectively. R1 − R4 denote
computer resources: ADS-B decoding, TIS-B decoding,
weather radar decoding, and hazard identification. R5 − R7
denote execution resources: CDTI display, hazard alarm,
TCAS enquiry. R8 − R9 denote communication resources:
air-ground data link and ground network. R10 − R11 denote
awareness resources: meteorological awareness and traffic

awareness. The specific data is obtained through human
assessment, which is not the focus of this paper.

The TFCluster algorithm is used to mine the two 11∗5
matrices extracted above. The correlation parameter σ is
set to 10, the low usage parameter δ is set to 0.3, the differ-
ential usage parameter μ is set to 10. There are 14 items of
mining results, as shown in Table 3, and the mining time
is 0.669 s.

Then, the original data in the two 11∗5matrices are repli-
cated to expand the dataset. Then, algorithms are bench-
marked in terms of runtime by varying the number of
resources, where the number of functions is set to 5, 10, 15,
15, 20, 25, and 30, and the number of resources is set to 11,
220, 550, 1100, 2200, and 3300. Figure 13 depicts the compar-
ison result. When the number of resources reaches 1100 and

Table 3: Mining results of TFCluster.

Mining results SI
1 F1F2

∗R1 − R3 − R4 − R6 − R7ð Þ R1 : 0:4/R3 : 1:5/R4 : 3/R6 : 3/R7 : 3
2 F1F2F3F4F5 −R1ð Þ R1 : 0:4
3 F1F2F4F5 −R1 − R3 − R6ð Þ R1 : 0:4/R3 : 0:35/R6 : 0:35
4 F1F2F5 −R1 − R3 − R6 − R7ð Þ R1 : 0:4/R3 : 1:5/R6 : 1:5/R7 : 0:35
5 F1F3 −R1 − R2

∗R3
∗R10 − R11ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R3 : 0:7/R10 : 0:4/R11 : 1:5

6 F1F3F4 −R1 − R2 − R10 − R11ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R10 : 0:4/R11 : 1:5
7 F1F3F4F5 −R1 − R2ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5
8 F1F4 −R1 − R2

∗R3
∗R6 − R10 − R11ð Þ R1 : 3/R2 : 3/R3 : 0:7/R6 : 0:7/R10 : 1:5/R11 : 1:5

9 F1F4F5 −R1 − R2 − R3 − R6ð Þ R1 : 3/R2 : 3/R3 : 0:7/R6 : 0:35
10 F1F5 −R1 − R2 − R3 − R6 − R7ð Þ R1 : 3/R2 : 3/R3 : 3/R6 : 1:5/R7 : 3
11 F3F4 −R1 − R2 − R5 − R9R10 − R11ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R5 : 1:5/R9 : 1:5/R10 : 0:4/R11 : 1:5
12 F3F4F5 −R1 − R2 − R5ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R5 : 1:5
13 F3F5 −R1 − R2R3 − R5ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R3 : 0:7/R5 : 1:5
14 F4F5 −R1 − R2R3 − R5R6ð Þ R1 : 3/R2 : 3/R3 : 0:7/R5 : 1:5/R6 : 0:35
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the number of functions reaches 20, the SDC algorithm cannot
output results. It can be seen that the TFCluster algorithm has
high algorithm efficiency and resource scalability.

From the perspective of hazard pattern analysis, the
mining results indicate that the concurrent execution of col-
laborative monitoring and collaborative handling under SPO
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Figure 14: The newly constructed surveillance process model of midterm conflict resolution in SPO.

Table 4: Mining results of the newly constructed surveillance process.

Mining results SI
1 F1F2F3F4F5 −R1ð Þ R1 : 0:4
2 F1F2F3F5 −R1 − R3 − R7ð Þ R1 : 0:4/R3 : 0:35/R7 : 3
3 F1F2F4F5 −R1 − R3 − R6ð Þ R1 : 0:4/R3 : 0:35/R6 : 0:7
4 F1F2F5 −R1 − R3 − R4 − R6 − R7ð Þ R1 : 0:4/R3 : 1:5/R6 : 3/R7 : 3
5 F1F3 −R1 − R2

∗R3 − R7
∗R10 − R11ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R3 : 0:7/R7 : 3/R10 : 0:4/R11 : 1:5

6 F1F3F4 −R1 − R2 − R10 − R11ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R10 : 0:4/R11 : 1:5
7 F1F3F4F5 −R1 − R2ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5
8 F1F3F5 −R1 − R2 − R3 − R7ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R3 : 0:7/R7 : 3
9 F1F4 −R1 − R2

∗R3
∗R6 − R10 − R11ð Þ R1 : 3/R2 : 3/R3 : 0:7/R6 : 0:7/R10 : 1:5/R11 : 1:5

10 F1F4F5 −R1 − R2 − R3 − R6ð Þ R1 : 3/R2 : 3/R3 : 0:7/R6 : 0:7
11 F1F5 −R1 − R2 − R3 − R4 − R6 − R7ð Þ R1 : 3/R2 : 3/R3 : 3/R4 : 1:5/R6 : 3/R7 : 3
12 F3F4 −R1 − R2 − R5 − R9R10 − R11ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R5 : 1:5/R9 : 1:5/R10 : 0:4/R11 : 1:5
13 F3F4F5 −R1 − R2 − R5ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R5 : 1:5
14 F3F5 −R1 − R2R3 − R5 − R7ð Þ R1 : 1:5/R2 : 1:5/R3 : 0:7/R5 : 1:5
15 F4F5 −R1 − R2R3 − R5R6ð Þ R1 : 3/R2 : 3/R3 : 0:7/R5 : 1:5/R6 : 0:7
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can lead to a shortage of air-ground communication
resources. To address this issue, we recommend the imple-
mentation of dedicated links, such as 5G AeroMACS 2.0,
5G LDACS 2.0, 5G ATG, and 5G public networks [27], as
a means of mitigating the pressure on air-ground communi-
cation. From the perspective of improving resource effi-
ciency and effectiveness, ADS-B and TCAS can be
considered for integrated surveillance to enhance surveil-
lance capabilities in the face of midterm conflict. ADS-B sys-
tem sends the current traffic situation and predicted
trajectory of the aircraft in the airspace to cockpit display
of traffic information (CDTI) in real time to establish flight
environment situational awareness. ADS-B system deter-
mines the distance-based or time-based threat ranking and
establishes the conflict avoidance situational awareness,
which will be sent to TCAS. TCAS provides the conflict
avoidance process organization based on conflict avoidance
situational awareness, that is, TCAS flight conflict situational
awareness is based on ADS-B traffic situational awareness.
The newly constructed surveillance process model is shown
in Figure 14.

Then, the newly constructed surveillance process
model is mined using the TFCluster algorithm and the
results are shown in Table 4, where the safety index
enhancements have been bolded. Taking the biclusters F1
F5ð−R1 − R2 − R3 − R6 − R7Þ in Table 3 and F1F5ð−R1 −
R2 − R3 − R4 − R6 − R7Þ in Table 4 as an example, the safety
index of resource R6 TCAS enquiry is improved when func-
tion F1 airspace visual awareness and function F5 air-ground
collaborative interaction are executed simultaneously, and
resourceR4 hazard identification is changed from being unsafe
to having a safety index of 1.5. It can be seen that after inte-
grated surveillance by ADS-B and TCAS, the safety index of
some resources are improved, such as the computer resource
R4 hazard identification and the execution resource R7 TCAS
enquiry, and finally the enhancement of the surveillance capa-
bilities in case of midterm conflicts is achieved.

5. Conclusions

Due to the higher degree of air-ground task collaboration
and complexity in the SPO mode, the traditional safety anal-
ysis methods applied in two-pilot mode cannot effectively
identify the potential hazard patterns in the system. Hence,
air-ground task collaboration safety analysis based on real-
valued differential bicluster mining is carried out in this
paper.

(1) A new safety analysis method combining model-
based safety analysis (MBSA) and hazard pattern
mining is proposed, which combines the system
design process with the safety analysis process,
ensuring data consistency at model level

(2) A real-valued differential bicluster mining algor-
ithm—TFCluster algorithm is proposed to analyze
whether hazards will occur in specific function-
resource allocation scheme under multiple concur-
rent tasks. Taking the midconflict handling process

in SPO as an example, and the model-based safety
verification of SPO air-ground task collaboration is
carried out. The newly constructed surveillance pro-
cess model based on the mining results finally
enhances surveillance capabilities in the face of mid-
term conflict

(3) In addition, further investigation of more accurate
model construction and weighted sequence pattern
mining is needed. First, multidimensional matrices
can be introduced to study the more complex redun-
dancy design, monitoring management and fault tol-
erant strategy in SPO. Secondly, in real-world
applications, the invocation of functions and
resources is based on time intervals, hence adopting
weighted sequence pattern mining would be more
meaningful for analyzing SPO ground-air task
collaboration
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